Random linear network coding (RLNC) in theory achieves the max-flow capacity of multicast networks, at the cost of high decoding complexity. To improve the performance-complexity tradeoff, we consider the design of sparse network codes. A generation-based strategy is employed in which source packets are grouped into overlapping subsets called generations. RLNC is performed only amongst packets belonging to the same generation throughout the network so that sparseness can be maintained. In this paper, generation-based network codes with low reception overheads and decoding costs are designed for transmitting of the order of 10 2 -10 3 source packets. A low-complexity overhead-optimized decoder is proposed that exploits "overlaps" between generations. The sparseness of the codes is exploited through local processing and multiple rounds of pivoting of the decoding matrix. To demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, codes comprising a binary precode, random overlapping generations, and binary RLNC are designed. The results show that our designs can achieve negligible code overheads at low decoding costs, and outperform existing network codes that use the generation based strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random linear network coding (RLNC) in theory achieves the max-flow capacity of a multicast network [1] , [2] but unfortunately has high decoding complexity. The decoding requires solution of a general system of linear equations in M unknowns to recover M source packets, resulting in high O(M 3 ) computational cost using Gaussian elimination (GE).
To reduce decoding cost, a possible solution is to group source packets into subsets called generations. By performing RLNC only among packets belonging to the same generation [3] , a sparse system is obtained. In [4] , it is established that intermediate nodes can randomly schedule generations to perform coding without acknowledgment between nodes. The scheme is referred to as generation-based network coding (GNC) and is the focus of this paper.
A complete GNC system consists of a code, scheduling strategy, and decoder. The GNC code specifies how generations are formed and how coded packets are generated at the source node.
The scheduling strategy at intermediate nodes determines from which generation to re-encode a packet when there is a transmission opportunity. At each destination, the GNC decoder recovers source packets from received coded packets of different generations.
A key GNC performance metric is reception overhead, defined as the excess in received packets over the number of source packets needed to decode. The overhead can be classified into encoderinduced, decoder-induced, and network-induced. Encoder-induced overhead (or code overhead for brevity) is introduced if there exists at least one subset with size k ≤ M of the encoded packets that is not a linearly independent set; decoder-induced overhead is incurred if the decoder is unable to decode when M linearly independent packets are received; network-induced overhead is incurred if scheduling and re-encoding at intermediate nodes introduces linear dependency.
We focus on encoder and decoder-induced overhead. In [5] - [10] , GNC codes with generationby-generation (G-by-G) decoding are designed. The G-by-G decoder decodes within generations and decoded packets are subtracted from the received packets of other generations that overlap with the decoded generations. G-by-G decoding can result in a high decoder-induced overhead.
In this paper, we design GNC codes for moderate size M that have low code overhead and a decoder with zero decoder-induced overhead. Moderate refers to when M is of the order of 100s-For the proposed OA decoder, we propose a GNC code that features binary precoding [15] [16], random overlapping generations [7] , and binary RLNC. Precoding and overlapping both reduce code overhead. We show that the proposed code can achieve close-to-zero code overhead and efficient OA decoding.
Similar types of overhead-optimized decoding of GNC codes have been considered previously.
In [17] - [20] , GNC based on banded matrices are designed. Each band of the decoding matrix corresponds to a generation. The decoding therein uses straightforward GE, which preserves the banded structure during row reductions and therefore has a low decoding cost.
Our work improves upon [17] - [20] in several major ways. First, the proposed OA decoder has low complexity for GNC codes with more general overlapping patterns while the straightforward GE decoder in [17] - [20] only applies to GNC codes with banded decoding matrices. To achieve close-to-zero overhead, GNC codes with random overlap may be more desirable as we will
show. Second, the proposed design creates sparser codes due to the combined use of precoding and random overlap, resulting in lowered computational costs, while no precoding is used in [17] - [20] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the structure of generationbased network codes. We review existing decoders and propose the OA decoder for GNC codes in Section III. Section IV presents the code design, its OA decoding, and performance analysis.
In Section V, we evaluate our design by simulation. The conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. MODEL: GENERATION-BASED NETWORK CODING
Consider that M source packets, S = {s i , 1 ≤ i ≤ M }, are to be sent to destination nodes over a network that contains intermediate nodes. Links are lossy and are modeled as erasure channels. Each source packet consists of K source symbols from a finite field F q , where q is the finite field size. Each s i is a K-length row vector on
is a subset of source packets of size G l = |G l |, where s
, each source packet is present in at least one generation. A one-to-one index mapping f l (·) : j → i indicates that the i-th source packet is selected as the j-th packet in G l . The source packet indices in G l are stored as the set
G is said to be disjoint if I i ∩ I j = ∅, ∀i = j or else overlapping, April 20, 2016 DRAFT and is of equal-size if
We assume that the index mappings are made known to the destination nodes.
A GNC code is defined on G as follows: for each transmission from the source node, a coded packet is generated as a random linear combination of source packets in a randomly chosen generation; coefficients are chosen from F q . Let P = {p 1 , p 2 . . . , p L } be the set of probabilities where p l denotes the probability that generation G l is chosen when generating a packet, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. The GNC code is then characterized by (G, P, q). The GNC codes are rateless, meaning that a potentially unlimited number of coded packets may be generated. The source node is informed to stop transmission only after the destinations have recovered all of the source packets.
At intermediate nodes, packets are re-encoded from previously received packets of a chosen generation. Re-encoded packets are assumed to be random linear combinations of the received packets. The procedure for choosing the generation to re-encode for the next transmission is called scheduling. Different scheduling strategies may be used, such as random scheduling [4] , [7] and maximum local potential innovativeness scheduling [21] .
At a destination, received packets of
i is an encoding coefficient from F q . We refer to
] as a generation encoding vector (GEV) of G l . The GEV is delivered in the header of each coded packet. Each GEV can be transformed to a length-M encoding vector (EV), denoted as g, in which elements
j for j = 1, . . . , G l and the rest of the M − G l elements are zero. Decoding of GNC codes is performed by solving linear systems of equations. We refer to a received packet whose EV is not in the span of EVs of the previously received packets of the destination node as an innovative packet and the EV is referred to as an innovative EV. The receiver has to receive M innovative EVs to recover all the source packets.
Let N be the number of randomly encoded packets that contain M linearly independent EVs among them. We define ε c = (N − M )/M as the code overhead. Let N denote the number of received packets among which M innovative packets can be obtained in a transmission session.
We refer to ε cn = (N − M )/M as the code-and-network-induced overhead. This overhead may be caused by either the encoding at the source node or scheduling and re-encoding at The decoding cost of GNC codes is measured as the number of finite field arithmetic operations required for successful decoding, where an operation refers to either a divide or a multiply-andadd between two elements of a finite field.
III. DECODING ALGORITHMS OF GNC CODES
We first introduce the G-by-G decoder and identify its decoder-induced overhead. A baseline approach and the OA decoder are then proposed to improve efficiency.
A. G-by-G Decoder
Definition (G-by-G Decoding). At the beginning of each step, the decoder attempts to select a 
2 = s 2 + s 3 + s 4 , respectively. In this case, r
1 , r
2 , r
1 and r
2 are linearly independent. However, neither generation is separately decodable and the G-by-G decoding process cannot start. April 20, 2016 DRAFT
B. Straightforward Overhead-Optimized Decoding
The inefficiency of G-by-G decoding arises from separate decoding of each generation and that possible overlaps among generations are not exploited until a generation has been separately decoded. To resolve the issue, a straightforward overhead-optimized approach may be used by solving AX = B using GE where successive rows of A and B are the EVs and information symbols of the received coded packets, respectively, and X contains all the M source packets.
In this case, decoding is successful as soon as M innovative packets are received, resulting in zero decoder-induced overhead. We refer to this as the naive decoder. Unfortunately, the naive decoder does not take EV sparsity into account, and therefore the decoding cost may be high.
C. Overlap-Aware Decoder
We now propose an overlap-aware (OA) overhead-optimized decoder for GNC codes with the same overhead as the naive decoder but at a lower computational cost. By being overlap aware, the OA decoder is better able to exploit overlaps among generations.
OA decoding is first performed locally in each generation. Let A l denote the decoding matrix of G l , l = 1, . . . , L which is initialized as a G l × G l zero matrix; A l is referred to as the local decoding matrix (LDM) of G l . Forward row operations are performed on the successively received GEVs. Each newly received GEV, if it is not zero after being processed against previously received GEVs, is referred to as an innovative GEV of G l . The vector is stored as the i-th row of A l if its i-th element is the left-most nonzero. Note that an innovative GEV may not be an innovative EV. We declare the decoder as OA ready when a total of M innovative GEVs have been received.
When OA ready, the decoder attempts to jointly decode generations. Each
is partially diagonalized by eliminating elements above nonzero diagonal elements, rendering Pivoting reorders rows and columns of a sparse matrix such that the computational cost of row reductions can be reduced. Finding the globally optimal pivoting sequence that minimizes the computational cost is known to be an NP-complete problem [22] . Here we only consider local heuristic methods. We propose the following method that employs two rounds of pivoting:
1) First Round: We pivot A using an inactivation approach [23] , [24] , as is employed in decoding standardized raptor codes [14] . The reordered matrix after pivoting consists of a lower triangular (active part) and some other dense "inactive" columns (inactive part), as shown in the left of Fig. 1 where 0 refers to areas consisting of only zero elements. The time complexity of inactivation pivoting is O(n) for an n × n matrix. The lower triangular part will then be diagonalized, and we refer to the sub-matrices of the inactive part of A as U I and T I , respectively. The number of inactivated columns is denoted as M I . 2) Second Round: The T I of Fig. 1 becomes dense due to row reductions to diagonalize the active part of A. However, the structure of GNC codes is such that the nonzero elements in the inactive part might not be uniformly located, and T I may still be sparse. We perform another round of pivoting on T I to exploit its sparsity.
The second round uses a modified Markowitz criterion due to Zlatev [25] . The original for an n × n matrix while that of the original Markowitz criterion is O(n 2 ).
After the second round of pivoting, we first perform forward row operations on the reordered T I is full-rank. The resulting upper triangular T I can then be reduced to an identity matrix.
This solves M I source packets. Further eliminating U I by subtracting the M I decoded packets will recover the rest of the source packets. If some innovative GEVs are not innovative EVs, the T I after row operations would be an upper triangular matrix containing zero diagonal elements in some rows. In this case, more coded packets need to be received and processed to fill in the rows before reducing T I to an identity matrix.
E. OA Decoder-Induced Overhead
Only one or zero innovative EV may be generated from an innovative GEV. Suppose that M innovative EVs are received, the decoder must be OA ready. With M innovative EVs, the constructed A is full-rank. Since pivoting does not change the matrix rank, OA decoding is guaranteed to succeed and therefore has zero decoder-induced overhead.
IV. CODE DESIGN AND OA DECODING

A. Code Description
We present a code design based on the random annex code (RAC), originally proposed in [7] for the G-by-G decoder. The design of code parameters for the OA decoder, however, differs significantly from that for the G-by-G decoder.
Definition (Random Annex Code [7] ). The M source packets, S = {s 1 , . . . ,
(we assume M = LB, i.e., L to be a divisor of M ; otherwise null packets can be used for padding), one per generation. B l is referred to as the base part of the generation. After that, each generation G l is equipped with a random annex of size H, denoted as H l , which consists of a random selection of H packets from S − B l . The annex code introduces overlap between generations. The overall generation G l = B l ∪ H l and G = |G l | = B + H. When generating a coded packet, one generation is chosen uniformly at random.
The proposed design has two customizations relative to the original RAC: 1) precoded source packets using a binary systematic erasure-correction code and 2) only the binary field, F 2 is used when coding a packet. The proposed design is referred to as the precoded binary RAC (PB-RAC). 
. . , S are parity-check packets, the w i,j are chosen from F 2 and S = θM . We assume that each source packet is covered by at least one parity-check packet. 
B. OA Decoding of PB-RAC
The addition of a precode is inspired by the improvements obtained by adding a precode to the Luby transform (LT) code to form raptor codes [15] . As with raptor codes, we assume that the PB-RAC precoding coefficients are known to all the receivers of the transmission. The precode codes across the source packets of all generations before RAC coding is performed. This helps to alleviate the coupon collector problem characterized in [7] . With a systematic precode, we
show below that the OA decoder efficiently affects joint decoding of the precode and RAC.
Unlike successively-decoded network codes and precodes in previous works (e.g., in [9] , the decoder needs to recover a pre-defined fraction of intermediate packets before decoding of the precode can begin), OA joint decoding begins the pivoting by appending the parity-check matrix of the precode to the GDM of the network code and performing pivoting on the combined matrix.
Given a valid precode, joint decoding guarantees successful decoding when M innovative EVs are received.
Since RAC is applied to M +S intermediate packets in PB-RAC, A has M +S columns rather than M as in the non-precoded case. The S parity-check constraint equations of the precode, i.e., M j=1 w i,j s j + c i = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , S, are then appended to A: Let H = W I S×S , where elements w i,j of W, 1 ≤ i ≤ S, 1 ≤ j ≤ M are coding coefficients of the systematic precode and I S×S is the size-S identity matrix. We therefore have
where
T denotes transpose and 0 S×K is the S × K zero matrix. Pivoting is performed on the
. If the M innovative GEVs are all innovative EVs, a full-rank A eff can be obtained with high probability when a valid precode is used.
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C. Choosing Parameters for PB-RAC
In this subsection we choose code parameters for PB-RAC. First, we analytically show that precoding (i.e., S > 0) and/or allowing for overlap (i.e., generation size G > B) help reduce code overhead, which is inversely proportional to the probability that innovative coded packets are received.
Let p k be the probability that the next received coded packet is innovative for the receiver when k < M coded packets have been received. Let Pr(n 1 , . . . , n L ; k) denote the probability of any combination of n 1 , . . . , n L received packets satisfying
generations. We assume that packets belonging to each generation arrive at the receiver with equal probability
, which reflects that the generations are scheduled with equal likelihood. The above joint probability follows the multinomial distribution,
Considering the precoded but non-overlapping case first, i.e., S > 0, G = B, to simplify the analysis, we assume that a sufficiently large finite field is used. Note that innovative GEVs are equivalent to innovative EVs in the non-overlapping case. When k = L l=1 n l packets have been received, the next packet would be non-innovative only if it belongs to a generation that has at least B received packets. Let S be the set of all n's with L l=1 n l = k and u(n; B) be the number of elements in n that are greater than or equal to B. For a given n ∈ S, u(n; B)/L is the probability of the next received packet being non-innovative. Hence,
Note that (3) also applies to the non-precoded case, replacing L with L. Given that L > L, p k of the precoded case is therefore greater than that of the non-precoded case, i.e., code overhead is reduced after precoding.
April 20, 2016 DRAFT When we allow for overlap, i.e., S > 0, G > B, we are not able to obtain an exact expression for p k (because an innovative GEV does not guarantee an innovative EV). However, we can lower bound it using (3) because packets are encoded across more intermediate packets in the overlapping case, and therefore its p k is always greater than that of the precoded but nonoverlapping case, i.e.,
Similar to (3), (4) applies to S = 0 as well. Therefore, allowing for overlap is capable of reducing code overhead in both the non-precoded and precoded cases. We note that p k for allowing overlap is upper bounded by
where the right-hand side corresponds to the probability assuming that the first G packets received by each generation are always innovative. A comparison of p k 's for the different cases is shown in Fig. 2 with (3) , (5), and Monte Carlo simulation results plotted. The simulation uses F 256 and each parity-check packet of the precode is a random linear combination of all the source packets. The simulations of the non-overlapping April 20, 2016 DRAFT cases match the analysis accurately and that of using S = 16, G = 20 approaches the upper bound of (5). Compared to the no-precode-no-overlap case, Fig. 2 shows that increasing S and/or G results in higher p k and hence reduces code overhead 1 . However, we argue that increasing both S and G somewhat is preferable to increasing only one of them and can achieve a similar p k . For example as shown in Fig. 2 , using S = 16, G = 20 results in similar (even slightly higher) p k than using S = 32 but no overlap. A mixed use better balances the matrix sparseness
, leading to fewer columns to inactivate and hence lower decoding cost as shown in Section V.
Our choices of S and G are as follows. For a given M , we use the same systematic LDPC precode as standard raptor codes [27] (Section 5.4.2.3), which has a fixed efficient structure and is suitable for inactivation pivoting. The value of S therein is the smallest prime number greater than or equal to 0.01M + X where X is the smallest integer such that X(X − 1) ≥ 2M . To determine G, we first fix B = 32 as it is demonstrated in [28] that generations of size 32 yield acceptable GE decoding speed when performing RLNC over F 2 . Given B and S, noting that p k with G > B may approach the upper bound (5) as shown in Fig. 2 , G is therefore chosen to satisfy the following criteria: when a total of M packets are received where each packet may belong to any generation with equal probability, the probability of a generation receiving more than G packets is sufficiently small (see below). As discussed above, the numbers of packets received by the generations follow a multinomial distribution. To simplify calculation of the probability, as an approximation, we may instead model the numbers of received packets of the generations as IID Poisson random variables with rate parameter τ = M/L [29] . Let Y denote the number of received packets of a generation. We propose to find the smallest G (in favor of sparseness) satisfying the criterion expressed as:
where the inequality ensures that the expected number of generations that receives more than G min packets is less than one. G min can be found by an integer search starting from G = B.
D. Number of Inactivated Columns
From Fig. 1 , we see that the cost of OA decoding depends heavily on the number of inactivated columns M I because the M I × M I matrix T I needs to be reduced to an identity matrix using GE. In this subsection, we present a method to estimate the fraction of columns that would be inactivated when pivoting A eff for a given set of parameters {M, S, B, G}. For ease of analysis, we make the following further assumptions: 1) a set of parameters {M, S, B, G} is chosen so that the first M received packets are linearly independent; 2) after uniformly randomly inactivating , θ = S/M . The above assumptions ensure that A eff can be pivoted successfully with a total of M I = (α + θ)M columns being inactivated (i.e., inactivating another S = θM columns after appending the parity-check rows H to A). Note that the rest of OA decoding only involves back substitutions on A eff after the inactivated part is solved via GE. The whole OA decoding process can therefore be viewed as a combination of inactivation and G-by-G decoding.
The expected proportion of inactivated columns, α, can be determined using an asymptotic analysis of G-by-G RAC decoding. In order to recover (1 − δ)L generations using the G-by-G decoder when no inactivation is introduced, the following inequality has to be satisfied for all
where η u is the probability that one generation has u innovative packets received. The detailed derivation of (7) is provided in Appendix A where also λ(x) is defined in (10).
Now if we inactivate αM packets in L generations, on average αM/L packets per generation, then the G-by-G decoding only needs to "decode" G = G−αM/L packets from each generation (the "decoded" packets will be linear combinations of the inactivated packets of the generation).
Therefore, we need to modify (7) by replacing G with G . The inequality needs to be satisfied
Again, we model the number of received packets of each generation as independent and identically distributed (IID) Poisson variables with rate parameter τ = M/L . Therefore η u = τ u e −τ u! in (7). Let f (M, S, B, G, α) denote the modified left-hand side of (7) after replacing G with G . The required value of α is
We find α * using one-dimensional exhaustive search starting from α = 0 with desired precision increment ∆α. In each search step, the inequality in (8) is tested by discretizing
The total number of inactivated columns is then M I = (α * + θ)M .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now evaluate the performance of our design. Throughout we use packets each containing K = 1600 one-byte source symbols. Coding coefficients used for precoding and RLNC at the source or intermediate nodes are from F 2 unless stated otherwise. We count the total number of operations on both sides of the linear system of equations in our developed software library [30] , denoted as N ops . We use the average number of operations per symbol,
, to compare decoding costs. Performance results are reported below based on averaging over 1000 trials.
A. Code and Decoder Performance
We first evaluate the design in the scenario where the decoders operate on GNC-coded packets directly and therefore only code and decoder-induced overheads may be incurred. In Fig. 3 , we compare the proposed OA decoder with the G-by-G and the naive decoders. We use non-precoded RAC for comparison. We show the overheads and decoding costs of RAC for different generation sizes. It is seen that the OA decoder has the same overhead as the naive decoder. For G-by-G decoding, the introduction of overlap initially alleviates the "coupon collector problem" [7] to efficiently reduce the overhead to 20%. Beyond this, the inherent limitation of G-by-G strategy increases the overhead. The overheads of the naive and OA decoders are due only to code overhead. The decoding cost of G-by-G decoder is the lowest and increases only slightly with generation size. The OA decoding cost is much lower than that of the naive decoder and is close to that of the G-by-G decoder.
Next we compare the proposed PB-RAC with the original RAC of [7] , head-to-toe (H2T) codes of [17] , [18] , windowed codes of [20] , and banded codes of [19] . The H2T codes have the same number of L = M/B generations as RAC. The generations of H2T codes are overlapped consecutively rather than randomly. A windowed code can be viewed as a H2T code with M generations. The banded code is similar to the windowed code except that it does not allow for wrap-around and therefore has only M − G + 1 generations. The decoding matrices of banded codes are strictly banded while those of H2T and windowed codes are close to banded (except for the last few rows which wrap around). In Fig. 4 , we show the overheads and decoding costs of the four codes for different generation sizes. Note that the probability of sending coded packets from each generation of the banded code is not uniform as in [19] while that of the other three codes are uniform. The decoding of H2T codes, windowed codes and banded codes utilize straightforward GE whereas the decoding of RAC and PB-RAC use the proposed OA decoder. [17] , [18] , windowed codes from [20] , banded codes from [19] , RAC, and PB-RAC; M = 1024
and B = 32, S = 59 for PB-RAC.
As generation size G grows, overheads of all codes decrease. However, PB-RAC has much April 20, 2016 DRAFT lower overhead than that of H2T and RAC, achieving less than 1% at G = 41 while RAC achieves this at G = 58 and H2T at G > 64. It is important to note that overheads of H2T decrease more slowly when approaching zero than that of RAC, which is a major justification for our choice of RAC for design. The decoding costs of achieving 1% overheads for PB-RAC, RAC and H2T are 35, 50, and 60 operations per symbol, respectively. A significant improvement in both overhead and decoding cost is obtained using PB-RAC. It is interesting to note that windowed and banded codes have very similar code overheads to that of PB-RAC even though no precoding is used.
The windowed and banded code achieve 1% overhead at G = 45 and G = 61, respectively, and both require about 47 operations per symbol to decode. However, subsequent results show that the two codes might not be suitable for use in networks where intermediate nodes need to re-encode packets on-the-fly during transmission.
We have noted that OA decoding costs of RAC and PB-RAC increase quickly with generation size, while those of H2T, windowed and banded codes are much flatter. This is expected since the decoding matrices of RAC and PB-RAC, being less structured, require more decoding operations to decode even though OA decoding has been used to exploit sparseness. Nevertheless, since the overheads of H2T, windowed and banded codes decrease more slowly as the generation size increases, to achieve the same low level of overhead PB-RAC with OA decoding requires fewer operations because the required code can be much sparser.
In Table I we show decoding performances of four PB-RAC's that result in about 1% overhead, where S denotes the number of parity-check packets added by the precode and S = 0 corresponds to the non-precoded case (i.e., original RAC). The trade-off between S and G and a suitable choice of S and G yielding the least number of inactivated columns and, as a consequence, the least cost, are demonstrated. We show the performances of PB-RAC for various M 's in Fig. 5 , where the code parameters are determined according to Section IV-C. The results are compared with two other schemes:
One applies G-by-G decoding on another set of PB-RAC codes with the same B and S but G is chosen to minimize the overhead (see Fig. 3 ). The other one is P256-RAC whose coding parameters are the same as the designed PB-RAC but nonzero precode coefficients are from F 256 − {0} and RLNC are performed in F 256 . We also perform OA decoding on P256-RAC.
Selected coded parameters are presented in Table II where G g 's and G o 's are G for when G-by-G and OA decoding are used, respectively. From Fig. 5 , we see that two codes achieve almost zero overhead whereas PB-RAC with G-by-G decoding has more than 12% overhead. The difference in overhead by using F 2 versus F 256 is slight. We compare the decoding speed of the three schemes which is defined as the amount of data (i.e., M K bytes) divided by the total CPU time 
B. Network Performance
In this subsection we evaluate the performance of PB-RAC in the well-known lossy butterfly network [1] . The erasure rates of the links are set equally to p e = 0. Table II It is seen from Fig. 7 that although the codes may have close-to zero code overhead and zero decoder-induced overhead (see Fig. 5 ), the reception overhead over a network is nonzero because of scheduling and re-encoding at intermediate nodes.
We remark that the performance may be improved by optimizing scheduling. In Fig. 8 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an OA decoder for GNC codes. It is shown that local processing and pivoting can be employed to exploit the sparseness of GNC codes. The decoder is shown to have the same overhead as straightforward GE decoder but with much lower computational cost. For moderate numbers of source packets, the decoding cost could approach that of the linear-time G-by-G decoder. A new code that combines precoding, random overlapping generations and binary RLNC is designed and decoded by the OA decoder. It is demonstrated that a balanced combination of precoding rate and generation overlap size is crucial to obtaining low decoding costs. For a given low overhead design goal, the proposed design using PB-RAC with OA decoding is shown to have the least decoding cost compared to existing schemes. 
Suppose that each generation (i.e., right node) has received a number of linearly independent packets. The G-by-G decoding corresponds to the following process on the bipartite graph:
initially, every node on the graph is labeled as unknown, where we designate an edge as unknown if both of its end nodes are unknown, or known if at least one of its end nodes is known. In each step, a right node is decoded by GE if it is full rank, i.e., the number of its received linearly independent packets is larger than or equal to the number of its unknown adjacent edges. After decoding a right node, the decoder labels all adjacent edges of the decoded right node, its left neighbors, and edges adjacent to these neighbors as known. The decoding proceeds until no decodable right node can be found.
The and-or tree evaluation technique of [32] can be used to characterize the above decoding process by randomly choosing one edge of the bipartite graph and expanding the graph from the right node of the edge to obtain a tree. h steps of G-by-G decoding correspond to the evaluation from depth-0 of a tree of depth 2h as shown in Fig. 9 . Nodes at depths 2h − 1 and 2h − 2 are referred to as on level h. Let y h and z h denote the probabilities that a right and left node on level h are evaluated as unknown (i.e., not decoded), respectively. Then
where η u denotes the probability that u linearly independent packets are received by a right 
which expresses the probability that a right node is unknown after one step of G-by-G decoding as a function of the corresponding probability before the step.
We denote the probability that a generation is not decodable as x, x ∈ [δ, 1] where δ = lim h→∞ y h stands for the smallest probability that the decoder can reach after going through all generations. We therefore require
for all x ∈ [δ, 1] if we want at least a fraction (1 − δ) of generations to be decoded, establishing (7) . The inequality corresponds to the fact that the probability that a generation is not decodable is strictly decreasing.
